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Social environment is associated with gene regulatory variation in the rhesus macaque immune system
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Variation in the social environment is a fundamental component of many vertebrate societies. In humans and other primates, adverse social environments often translate into lasting physiological costs. The biological mechanisms associated with these effects are therefore of great interest, both for understanding the evolutionary impacts of social behavior and in the context of human health. However, large gaps remain in our understanding of the mechanisms that mediate these effects at the molecular level. Here we addressed these questions by leveraging the power of an experimental system that consisted of 10 social groups of female macaques, in which each individual’s social status (i.e., dominance rank) could be experimentally controlled. Using this paradigm, we show that dominance rank results in a widespread, yet plastic, imprint on gene regulation, such that peripheral blood mononuclear cell gene expression data alone predict social status with 80% accuracy. We investigated the mechanistic basis of these effects using cell type-specific gene expression profiling and glucocorticoid resistance assays, which together contributed to rank effects on gene expression levels for 694 (70%) of the 987 rank-related genes. We also explored the possible contribution of DNA methylation levels to these effects, and identified global associations between dominance rank and methylation profiles that suggest epigenetic flexibility in response to status-related behavioral cues. Together, these results illuminate the importance of the molecular response to social conditions, particularly in the immune system, and demonstrate a key role for gene regulation in linking the social environment to individual physiology.

The social organization of many group-living mammals, including many primates, is marked by readily recognizable differences in the social environments experienced by individual group members. The causes and consequences of variation in the social environment have been of long-standing interest in behavioral ecology and evolution, and strong evidence indicates the importance of the social environment in human health as well. In particular, a large body of work in humans and nonhuman primates indicates that adverse social conditions can have important consequences, both for disease susceptibility in the short term (1–3) and for evolutionarily important parameters such as fertility and survival over the long term (4–7). Characterizing the mechanisms underlying these effects is therefore a priority not only in the study of evolution and behavior but also for understanding the protective and pathological effects of the social environment in our own lives. Social status is one of the most important predictors of the quality of an individual’s social environment. Consequently, social status has been intensively studied in nonhuman primates, including as a model for the effects of social stress and socioeconomic status (SES) in humans (reviewed in ref. 8). Social status in nonhuman primates is encoded by dominance rank, which defines which individuals yield to other individuals during competitive encounters. In settings in which hierarchies are strongly enforced or subordinates have little social support, low dominance rank can lead to chronic stress, immune compromise, and reproductive dysregulation (3, 9). In socially housed captive female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), for instance, the physiological effects of dominance rank include changes in glucocorticoid (GC) and sex steroid hormone regulation (10), serotonic and dopaminergic signaling (11), and lymphocyte counts and proliferation (12). Interestingly, many of these rank-associated effects are detectable even in the absence of rank-related asymmetries in access to resources, suggesting that the stress of social subordinacy alone can trigger a physiological response. This relationship echoes the effects of social stress and SES in humans, in which observed “social gradients” in disease risk remain in large part unexplained by resource access alone (8, 13, 14).

Much remains unresolved, however, about the physical intermediates that link the social environment with immunological and physiological changes, especially on the molecular level. In particular, we know little about how social status impacts gene regulation, either in primates or in mammals more generally, although several lines of evidence suggest that these effects may be important. First, the potential for social regulation of gene expression is supported by correlations between social integration, early-life SES, and gene expression variation in humans (15–17). Second, gene–environment interactions identified in humans and nonhuman primates frequently involve allelic variants that act via altering gene expression levels (e.g., 18, 19). Finally, social hierarchies are known to influence gene expression in other organisms. Dominance rank ascendency in social cichlids, for example, is associated with strong induction of the transcription factor egr1 and its downstream target, gonadotropin-releasing hormone (20). Similarly, in honey bees, genome-wide gene expression profiles strongly differentiate queen bees from worker castes, sterile workers from reproductive workers, and active foragers from hive workers (21, 22). Although the nature of social hierarchies differs between insects, fish, and primates, these lines of evidence suggest that social status might also directly influence gene regulation in primates. Further, the
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strong ties between social status and disease risk in humans suggest that such effects might be particularly pronounced in the primate immune system.

To test this possibility, we turned to social groups of female rhesus macaques, a well-established model for the physiological effects of social stress and social status. Specifically, we focused on experimentally constructed social hierarchies, in which dominance rank assignments were imposed on each female by manipulating her order of introduction into a new social group [earlier introduction predicted higher rank (23); Results]. Using this powerful animal model, we were able to test for an association between rank and gene regulation in social groups in which dominance ranks were experimentally assigned, and in which other known environmental influences were carefully controlled. Together, our findings indicate that dominance rank in female rhesus macaques explains substantial variation in gene expression levels in peripheral blood mononuclear cells, an important component of immune surveillance and defense.

Results

Associations Between Dominance Rank and Gene Expression Levels.

To investigate whether and to what degree dominance rank influences gene regulation, we profiled gene expression levels in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 49 female rhesus macaques in 10 replicate social groups, using the Illumina HT-12 BeadChip. Each social group was composed of five females (we sampled only four females in one group), resulting in five dominance rank values for each group. Dominance ranks were strongly correlated with introduction order (Spearman’s rho = 0.70, P = 2.62 × 10⁻⁸, rho = 0.80 when excluding a group in which multiple individuals recently changed ranks; these individuals were subjects of the plasticity analysis reported below) but not with female age (P = 0.34, rho = −0.14), parity (P = 0.12, rho = −0.23), time since ovariectomy (P = 0.16, rho = 0.20), or time since removal from original breeding colony (P = 0.10, rho = 0.09). Differences in rank were reflected in different social experiences, including rates of received aggression (Fig. 1A). After filtering for probes that mapped uniquely to the macaque genome and for genes that were detectably expressed in our sample, we considered the normalized expression levels of 6,097 genes in each female (listed in Dataset S1).

We identified a strong global signature of dominance rank in the gene expression data. In particular, the first principal component of the gene expression data, which accounted for 20.2% of variance in the dataset, was significantly correlated with dominance rank (R² = 0.10, P < 0.03; Fig. 1B).

We then proceeded to analyze the contribution of dominance rank to variation in expression levels for each gene. To do so, we used a linear mixed-effects model in which residual variation in gene expression levels, after taking into account differences across social groups, was treated as the response variable. Dominance rank was incorporated as a fixed effect, and the significance of the dominance rank–gene expression relationship was assessed based on the strength of this effect. We identified an association between interindividual gene expression variation and dominance rank for 987 genes (16.2% of the 6,097 genes we considered; false discovery rate = 10%; Fig. 1C and Dataset S1).

Within the set of 987 rank-associated genes, 535 genes (8.8% of all genes we considered) were more highly expressed in high-ranking individuals, and 452 genes (7.4%) were more highly expressed in low-ranking individuals.

To explore the biological functions associated with these genes, we performed categorical enrichment analysis based on publicly available gene set annotations (24) (Dataset S2). We identified little evidence for enrichment of specific functional categories in the rank-associated gene set as a whole, although the most significant category, interleukin signaling (P < 0.02; proportion of false discoveries at this P value threshold, q = 0.30), suggested a role for immune function. Consistent with this possibility, when conditioning on the direction of the rank effect on gene regulation, we observed enrichments for interleukin signaling (P = 0.01, q = 0.05), T-cell activation (P = 0.01, q = 0.05), and chemokine and cytokine inflammation (P = 0.02, q = 0.07) among genes more highly expressed in low-ranking individuals. Examples of such genes (Fig. 2) include PTGS2 (a proinflammatory signaling molecule that is negatively regulated by immunosuppressive glucocorticoids), IL8RB (a receptor for the strongly proinflammatory cytokine IL8, which is associated with neutrophil migration into injured tissue), and NFATC1 (which is associated with the transcriptional response to T-cell stimulation).

Finally, we used clustering analysis [modulated modularity clustering (25)] to investigate whether modules of rank-associated genes (>9 genes) with highly correlated expression patterns reflected coherent biological functions. Consistent with our previous results, we found that the largest module (112 genes; mean r = 0.58) was enriched for immune-related processes (P = 0.002, q = 0.08). Additionally, the most highly coregulated module (13 genes; mean r = 0.63) was enriched for specific immune-related gene subsets, including response to IFN-γ (P = 7.50 × 10⁻⁶, q = 9.0 × 10⁻⁵) and macrophage activation (P = 6.31 × 10⁻⁴, q = 3.80 × 10⁻³). Thus, rank is associated with functionally coordinated changes in immune gene expression.

Predictive Relationships Between Gene Expression and Rank. The strong effect of dominance rank on gene expression levels suggested that gene expression data alone might be sufficient to predict rank attributes. To test this possibility, we performed 1,000 iterations of a leave-k-out procedure. In each iteration, we fit a support vector machine (SVM)-based model (26) using a training set composed of data from 39 randomly chosen individuals (79.6% of the dataset). We used this model to learn how gene expression data from these females were associated with...
their relative position in the social hierarchy, specifically to an individual’s classification as high-ranking (rank class A, including ranks 1 and 2), middle-ranking (rank class B, including rank 3), or low-ranking (rank class C, including ranks 4 and 5) (SI Appendix). We then used the model to predict rank class in the test set of 10 individuals (20.4% of the dataset) initially removed from the data. Using this approach, we correctly predicted rank class for a median of 8 of the 10 individuals in a test set (80% predictive accuracy; Fig. 3). We also calculated absolute error in model prediction by summing the absolute value of the true rank class minus the predicted rank class across all test set individuals. The median error rate, three errors per run, was significantly smaller than the same values calculated based on random prediction ($P = 0.002$; Fig. 3).

Although rank hierarchies in female macaques tend to be stable, female dominance ranks do sometimes change, particularly upon replacement of individuals within a group. As a result of such changes, we were able to opportunistically sample RNA from the same individual, while at different ranks, for seven females, five of whom experienced changes in ordinal rank (1–5) that switched them into a different relative rank class (A–C) as well. These samples allowed us to test the plasticity of the gene expression response to dominance rank. Specifically, we asked whether gene expression data could predict relative rank position for the same individual after her rank had changed. In this case, we used the 49 samples in the original dataset as our training set, and the 7 samples obtained at a different time as our test set (all seven individual females were also represented in the training set, while occupying different ranks). We found that the gene expression data were sufficient to classify six of the seven females (85.7%) in the test set into the correct rank class (Fig. 3).

**Regulatory Mechanisms Underlying Rank Effects.** Our data indicated that dominance rank has a strong relationship with gene expression levels. We next evaluated the contribution of two mechanisms that could account for these effects, focusing on the 987 rank-associated genes. Specifically, we investigated whether rank-dependent differences in tissue composition and GC signaling might help explain these associations. In addition, we focused on a smaller dataset of six females (the set of rank 1 and rank 5 individuals from three social groups; it was not feasible to generate whole-genome bisulfite sequencing data for our full set of 49 individuals, so we focused on the extremes of the rank distribution) to explore the possible relationship between dominance rank and another mechanism suggested to mediate social environmental effects on the genome, DNA methylation.

**Relationship Between Tissue Composition and Rank-Associated Gene Regulation.** We used fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis to estimate the proportion of the four main PBMC types (CD4$^+$ T cells, CD8$^+$ T cells, B cells, and monocytes) in blood samples from 39 of the individuals included in our study. Consistent with prior reports, we identified a relationship between PBMC composition and dominance rank: low-ranking females had a reduced proportion of CD8$^+$ T cells (a marker associated with cytotoxic T cells) relative to high-ranking individuals ($P < 0.05, n = 39$; Fig. 4A). Such changes in cellular composition could, in principle, lead to differences in PBMC gene expression levels by rank, even in the absence of other gene regulatory changes.

To test this possibility, we assessed whether variation in tissue composition could help explain the relationship between dominance rank and gene expression levels for the 987 rank-associated genes. To do so, we first characterized gene expression levels in pure populations of each of the four main PBMC types, again using Illumina HT-12 arrays. We then asked whether the strength of evidence supporting a direct relationship between rank and gene expression levels (measured by a partial correlation) was significantly reduced after taking into account (i) differences in cell-type composition among individuals and (ii) differences in gene expression levels across cell types.

Specifically, we used our data to calculate the expected gene expression level for each gene in each individual, given tissue composition effects alone. Our estimate was based on the average of the expression levels for the gene across cell types (based on the
Fig. 4. Effects of tissue composition and glucocorticoid-mediated regulation on rank-associated gene expression levels. (A) Low-ranking individuals exhibit lower proportions of CD8+ T cells in PBMCs (P = 0.047, n = 30; y axis shows the residuals of T-cell proportions after controlling for social group). (Inset) Example data for a rank 1 female and a rank 5 female; x axis shows staining for CD4+ (helper) T cells and y axis shows staining for CD8+ (cytotoxic) T cells. (B and D) Distribution of rank–gene expression partial correlation coefficients for genes in which we inferred a contribution of tissue composition (8, n = 301 genes) or an effect of GC regulation (D, n = 596 genes). Blue density plots show the distribution of partial correlation coefficients without taking into account tissue composition or GC data; tan density plots show the same distribution after considering these data. The magnitude of the rank–gene expression relationship decreases but remains distinct from the background set of all genes (in gray; n = 6,027 genes).

We therefore asked whether the strength of evidence for a direct relationship between rank and gene expression levels was significantly reduced after taking into account data on GC regulation. We found that the rank–gene expression relationship could be partially explained by dexamethasone suppression data for 596 of the 987 target genes (60.5%, at a nominal P value ≤0.05), including known targets of GC-mediated signaling such as the GC receptor (NR3C1) and the proinflammatory gene PTGS2 (P = 0.015 and P = 0.002, respectively). Similar to our findings for tissue composition, the effects of GC regulation were modest (Fig. 4D and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). However, the contribution of GC-mediated regulation may be twofold, as GC physiology can also impact tissue composition (27). Indeed, for 203 genes, both GC-mediated regulation and tissue composition contributed to the rank–gene expression relationship, a larger overlap than expected by chance (hypergeometric test; P = 0.001). This overlap is also suggested by joint analysis of GC resistance and tissue composition data, which tends to, but does not always, account for more of the rank–gene expression relationship than either dataset alone (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).

Relationship Between GC Signaling and Rank-Associated Gene Regulation. As expected based on previous work, lower-ranking females in our sample exhibited diminished GC negative feedback following experimental administration of dexamethasone (a synthetic GC; P < 0.01, n = 49; Fig. 4C), as well as a more sluggish GC regulatory response to an experimentally induced acute stressor (P < 0.07; SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Such patterns are characteristic of chronic stress exposure and dysregulated hypothalamic-pituitary adrenal (HPA) activity.

We therefore asked whether variation in GC-mediated signaling explained, at least in part, the relationship between dominance rank and gene expression for the 987 rank-associated genes. To do so, we used an analysis similar to that for tissue composition effects. Specifically, we asked whether the strength of evidence for a direct relationship between rank and gene expression levels was significantly reduced after taking into account data on GC regulation. We found that the rank–gene expression relationship could be partially explained by dexamethasone suppression data for 596 of the 987 target genes (60.5%, at a nominal P value ≤0.05), including known targets of GC-mediated signaling such as the GC receptor (NR3C1) and the proinflammatory gene PTGS2 (P = 0.015 and P = 0.002, respectively). Similar to our findings for tissue composition, the effects of GC regulation were modest (Fig. 4D and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). However, the contribution of GC-mediated regulation may be twofold, as GC physiology can also impact tissue composition (27). Indeed, for 203 genes, both GC-mediated regulation and tissue composition contributed to the rank–gene expression relationship, a larger overlap than expected by chance (hypergeometric test; P = 0.001). This overlap is also suggested by joint analysis of GC resistance and tissue composition data, which tends to, but does not always, account for more of the rank–gene expression relationship than either dataset alone (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
GC resistance, dominance rank effects on DNA methylation have not previously been described. To explore this possibility, we generated whole-genome bisulfite sequencing data (11- to 14-fold CpG coverage) from PBMC DNA from three rank 1 females and three rank 5 females. We then investigated the relationships between DNA methylation, dominance rank, and rank-associated gene expression.

We first attempted to identify individual genomic regions that exhibited a detectable association with rank (rank differentially methylated regions: rankDMRs). We used an empirical approach similar to the one previously used for the analysis of bisulfite sequencing data from cancer and healthy tissues (29). We identified 7,089 putative rankDMRs in the genome, and found that these regions were more likely to be located close to transcription start sites (TSS) than randomly distributed sets of similarly long CpG stretches ($P < 0.01$). Additionally, rankDMRs that fell close to genes (within 20 kb) were more likely to be associated with TSS for genes whose expression levels were associated with dominance rank (two-tailed Fisher’s exact test, $P < 0.033$).

To assess whether DNA methylation levels might therefore contribute to the rank–gene expression associations, we then collated DNA methylation data in and around the 987 rank-associated genes. We found that methylation data from these regions (within 20 kb of the TSS) clearly discriminated between high- and low-ranking females (Fig. 5). DNA methylation data distinguished rank-associated genes and non-rank-associated genes as well. Specifically, features related to rank-associated differences in methylation (SI Appendix, Table S3) differentiated between the 987 rank-associated genes and a set of 1,000 rank-independent genes (those with the least evidence for rank-associated gene expression) at a prediction accuracy of 58.1% ($P < 0.01$ based on comparison with permuted data). Thus, information about rank-associated gene expression patterns is embedded within differential DNA methylation data, and epigenetic changes might account, at least in part, for some of the rank–gene expression associations we observed.

Discussion

Taken together, our findings reveal a strong and widespread association between dominance rank and gene regulation in PBMCs. Our results reinforce the idea that sensitivity to the social environment is reflected in changes in gene expression in the immune system, supporting an increasingly widely recognized link between neural, endocrine, and immune function (30). Moreover, our results demonstrate that these associations also appear to be highly plastic. Not only were gene expression data sufficient to robustly predict relative dominance rank but gene expression profiles also tracked dominance rank shifts closely enough to allow us to predict different rank positions for the same individuals across time. These observations indicate that any causal relationship between dominance rank and gene regulation likely begins with rank, rather than vice versa. Because these study subjects did not experience a completely uniform social history and because unknown variables related to our method of imposing rank (by order of social introduction) might still play a role in the observed rank dynamics, further experiments—for example, imposition of a second controlled rank manipulation on the same individuals—will be necessary to robustly test this hypothesis. Relative to the current results support the idea that changes in gene regulation help to explain links between the social environment and physiology, potentially supplying an important piece to the puzzle of how social effects “get under the skin” (3, 31).

Changes in gene expression themselves require a mechanistic explanation. A strength of the experimental approach we used here is that it allowed us to move beyond a simple description of gene expression patterns to also investigate the regulatory mechanisms associated with these effects. Our observations suggest that variation in the expression levels of up to 694 (70.3%) of the 987 rank-associated genes may be partially explained by variation in tissue composition or GC regulation. These findings draw a clear connection between gene regulation and prior work on the physiological effects of rank: GCs, for example, have long been implicated in rank effects in the endocrinological literature (9, 32, 33), and also have important downstream effects on immune function.

In addition, our exploratory analysis identified a signal of both rank and rank-associated gene expression in DNA methylation data. The DNA methylation differences that we observed between rank associated with these studies on different tissues or species, or in the context of cancer (e.g., 29). However, changes in epigenetic marks in healthy adults are likely to be muted in comparison, although evidence for such changes is rapidly accumulating (34, 35). Our findings suggest that the timescale for social effects on epigenetic variation also extends to adulthood, and indicate that such effects may include natural components of social structure, such as dominance rank.

Further work will be necessary to more finely evaluate the relative effects of GC regulation, tissue composition, and DNA methylation—among other regulatory mechanisms—on rank-associated gene expression. For instance, NR3C1, the GC receptor gene, plays a key role in linking behavior, HPA axis-mediated stress responses, and gene expression (30). The gene regulatory role of NR3C1 has previously been linked to other social environmental responses via transcription factor motif analysis (16, 17), and could be further investigated using chromatin immunoprecipitation approaches. Tissue composition effects should also be further dissected. Although we identified an important contribution of CD8+ T cells among the four cell types we investigated, additional PBMC subtypes could be relevant (and our estimates of the contribution of tissue composition may therefore be an underestimate). Natural killer cells, for example, are of known importance in the stress response (36), and although they constitute a relatively small proportion of the PBMC pool, their contribution to social stress effects may be disproportionately. Finally, variation across sexes, environmental conditions, species, and genetic backgrounds will be important to take into account, especially as comparative data already indicate that the effects of social status can be highly context-dependent (9), and
that high rank can, in some cases, also induce stress (37). Studying the effects of social status in captivity, as we did here, could exacerbate dominance rank effects if females are less able to distance themselves from their group mates. Alternatively, decreased resource competition in captive animals relative to wild populations could produce the opposite effect.

In conclusion, our results emphasize important connections between behavior, social status, and change at the molecular level. Although in one sense these relationships emphasize the potential costs of adverse social environments, the plasticity of these effects is also encouraging, suggesting that mitigating social stress may confer rapidly realized physiological benefits. Our results motivate efforts to develop a nuanced understanding of social effects on gene regulation, with the aim of both exploring its evolutionary and ecological consequences and addressing its effects on human health.

Materials and Methods

We obtained blood samples from 49 adult female rhesus macaques (members of 10 experimentally constructed social groups), and purified PBMCs from each sample (including replicate samples from a separate time period for seven females while they occupied different dominance ranks). In rhesus macaques, dominance ranks are determined by interactions within a social group among the animals themselves. Thus, weighting the directionality of these interactions by experimentally manipulating the order of introduction into groups is the most direct method of experimentally altering rank. Gene expression profiling was performed using the Illumina HT-12 Expression BeadChip. To assess the relative proportions of CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, monocytes, and B cells, we conducted flow cytometry on antibody-stained PBMCs. For cell type-specific gene expression analyses, we physically separated each cell type for five individuals using a BD FACSaria. To identify genes for which gene expression was rank-associated, we used a linear mixed-effects model (38). To test the predictive value of gene expression for relative rank position, we used the program svm-multiclass (26). To investigate the contributions of tissue composition and GC signaling, we tested for a reduction in the strength of the rank–gene expression partial correlation when conditioned on tissue composition-related or GC data. DNA methylation was assessed via bisulfite sequencing in six individuals (three rank 1 and three rank 5, from three different social groups). Reads were mapped and methylation levels were estimated using bismark (39). The predictive value of differential methylation data for differential gene expression was assessed using svm-perf (40). Further details for all experimental and statistical procedures can be found in SI Appendix. Data included in this study were obtained in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocols approved by Emory University (IACUC 2862008Y).
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